Wings Locked Up Wires $50,000 Honor the Hero Stakes
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Shakopee, Minn. -- Wings Locked Up won the $50,000 Honor the Hero Stakes by 1 1/2 lengths on Saturday at Canterbury Park. The 6-year-old broke alertly and immediately went to the lead under jockey Orlando Mojica, setting a quarter mile fraction of 21.88 seconds. He was never seriously challenged, completing the five furlong distance in 56.09 seconds over a turf course labeled good. Majestic Pride finished second and Bushrod was third.

Wings Locked Up, trained by Clinton Stuart and owned by Sad Sac Racing, paid $4.60 to win as the wagering favorite. The Honor the Hero Stakes had originally been scheduled for May 28 but persistent lightning at post time that day caused the race to be postponed until today.
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